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Abstract—Optical communication systems rely on forward error correction (FEC) to decrease the error rate of the received data. Since the properties of the optical channel will vary over time, a variable FEC coding gain would be useful. For example, if the channel conditions are benign, lower code overhead can be used, effectively increasing the code rate. We introduce a variable-rate FEC decoder architecture that can operate in several different modes, where each mode is linked to code rate and decoding iterations. We demonstrate a decoder implementation that provides a net coding gain range of 9.96–10.38 dB at a post-FEC bit-error rate of $10^{-15}$. For this range, a decoder implemented in a 28-nm process technology offers throughputs in excess of 400 Gbps, decoding latencies below 53 ns and a power dissipation of less than 0.95 W (or 1.3 pJ/information bit).

I. INTRODUCTION

Legacy wireline and wireless communication systems have traditionally been designed to transmit data at a fixed information bit rate, which entailed the use of fixed forward error correction (FEC) code, modulation scheme, and transmission power. In recent years, however, the majority of wireless communication systems being developed are capable of adapting transmission parameters based on channel conditions. While optical links have followed the old approach to use fixed data rates on account of a static transmission medium, there has recently been a gradual shift to a more dynamic approach which can handle varying bandwidth demands in optical communication [1]. At the backbone of this approach are flexible transceivers that have the ability to adapt to the current channel characteristics in order to maximize the spectral efficiency. Constellation shaping, time-domain hybrid modulation formats, and variable-rate FEC codes are examples of approaches used to enable transceiver flexibility [2]. However, there have been concerns that variable-rate FEC codes would need one decoder unit for each supported code [3], [4] causing transceiver cost to increase significantly with flexibility.

One key feature of digital circuits is that we can “program” their functionality simply by changing the state of some logic signals. In this work, we present a VLSI architecture of a high-throughput FEC decoder which standalone can flexibly support several different code rates, allowing us to avoid the area-wasting replication of several fixed-rate decoders. The mode of the decoder can be changed instantaneously, with buffering/unbuffering of data blocks being the only source of latency. By increasing the code overhead, the coding gain, which is the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) over an uncoded transmission for a certain bit-error rate (BER), can be improved, at the cost of a reduced information throughput.

The VLSI decoder implementation that we will demonstrate comprises twelve modes, which are obtained by varying the overhead from 21.9 to 40%. Our architecture is based on hard-decision product codes, which are amenable to high-throughput implementations [5]. While the overheads and decoder iterations were selected taking throughput for 400 Gbps and above optical systems into consideration, our VLSI architecture can be extended to other decoder configurations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first VLSI implementation of variable-rate FEC decoders for very high throughput operation.

II. BACKGROUND

By combining smaller component codes to form codes that can provide higher error-correction capability, product codes are constructed by encoding information bits row wise, using a row component code, followed by column wise encoding, using column component codes, as shown in Fig. 1a. The twofold encoding over both data and parity gives a resulting minimum distance of $d_1 \cdot d_2$. Product decoding can be implemented using a memory which is iteratively decoded by component decoders. Incoming data bits are loaded into the memory after which decoding and error correction of row and column data take place in an iterative fashion.

Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes are a class of random error-correcting cyclic codes expressed by the set of parameters BCH($n$, $k$, $t$), where $n$ is the block length, $k$ is the number of information bits, and $t$ is the number of errors that can be corrected. Primitive narrow-sense binary BCH codes are defined using a primitive element $\alpha$ of a Galois field, $GF(2^m)$, where $m$ is a positive integer. Here, parameters are related as $n = 2^m - 1$ and $n - k = m \cdot t$, allowing us to define the code rate $R = \frac{k}{n}$ and the code overhead $OH = \frac{R}{R-1}$.

To vary the code overhead or code rate, we use code shortening, which is the process of substituting zeros for some information bit positions at the encoder; bits which are never transmitted. By shortening our original code, which we call the mother code, we increase the overhead and, thus, the coding gain. (Puncturing can be used to increase the code rate [6], but this is not explored in this work.) The shortened codes used here are denoted $n_s = n - s$ and $k_s = k - s$, where $s$ is the number of bits shortened.

A product code can be designed by concatenating two component codes, BCH($n_1$, $k_1$, $t_1$) and BCH($n_2$, $k_2$, $t_2$). The product code formed is a $n_1 \times n_2$ matrix, with information bits forming a $k_1 \times k_2$ matrix inside it, as shown in Fig. 1a. The code rate of the resulting product code is the product of the code rate of individual component codes, $R = R_1 \cdot R_2 = \frac{k_1}{n_1} \cdot \frac{k_2}{n_2}$, the overhead is $OH = \frac{n_1 \cdot n_2}{k_1 \cdot k_2} - 1$, and the error-correction capability is $t_1 \cdot t_2$. When using shortened BCH codes to construct the product code, the memory becomes a
\((n_1 - s) \times (n_2 - s)\) matrix as the enclosed information is reduced to a \((k_1 - s) \times (k_2 - s)\) matrix (Fig. 1b).
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Fig. 1. Product code memory.

### III. VARIABLE-RATE PRODUCT DECODER ARCHITECTURE

A simplified schematic of our variable-rate product decoder architecture is shown in Fig. 2. SYND represents the syndrome calculation unit, KES represents the key-equation solving unit, while CHIEN handles Chien search. The control logic (CONTROL) handles the different modes of decoder operation: We control the code rate and the coding gain by varying only two parameters, viz. the code overhead and the number of iterations. (Varying component code block length is not as good a design option as this would lead to large unused memory portions for modes with small block lengths and a need for varying the degree of the finite-field arithmetic when solving key equations.) The VLSI architecture of the baseline (fixed-rate) product decoder is inspired by our recently published product and staircase decoders [5]. Since our component decoders are fully parallel and have no feedback loops, the introduction of variable-rate features have a limited impact on system throughput.

![Diagram of variable-rate product decoder architecture](image2)

Fig. 2. Our variable-rate product decoder architecture.

#### A. Product Code Memory

The product code memory stores the received data bits into a matrix and as the code is shortened, correspondingly the memory matrix also reduces as shown in Fig. 1. The bits that are shortened are required to be flushed and gated to avoid interference with downstream decoder computations; this also helps in providing a power-efficient design as no logic signals toggle at these bit positions.

A bit mask of size \(n\) is used for gating the memory, with the bits of the mask set to 1 or 0 based on the mode selected, as shown in Fig. 3. The incoming data bits are then ANDed with the bit mask and stored into the product memory as rows and columns. This ensures that the shortened bits are set to 0, preventing power-dissipating toggling of logic signals. Also, the presence of gating of an incoming signal to be stored into the product memory flushes the shortened part of memory when switching between different modes, especially when moving from longer component codes to shorter.

![Diagram of product code memory with reconfigurability](image3)

Fig. 3. Product code memory with reconfigurability.

#### B. Syndrome Calculation

Syndromes are calculated using \(S = u \cdot H^T\), where \(S\) is the syndrome, \(u\) is the received codeword and \(H\) is the parity check matrix. The equation can be simplified to form an XOR tree such that each syndrome is a set of XOR operations of the codeword bits at positions where the parity check matrix is 1. When shortening is applied, a number of lower XOR operations (equal to the number of shortened bits) may be removed from hardware. Here, however, the full XOR tree is retained and when shortening is applied, the codeword is shifted to the most significant bits (MSBs). This is achieved by using a set of multiplexers in the SYND unit (Fig. 2). The incoming codeword bits are selected such that the MSB of the shortened code \((n-1-s)\) is always at the MSB of the mother code, while the least significant bits (LSBs) (equal to \(s\)) are set to 0 to prohibit signal toggling. The value of \(s\) represents the number of shortened bits and \(s = 0, s_1, s_2\) and \(s_3\) for each of the four modes. The resulting set of bits is passed to the XOR tree to generate a set of \(2nt\) syndromes.

#### C. Chien Search

The error-locator polynomial generated in the KES unit (Fig. 2) using the direct-solution Peterson approach [8] is forwarded to the CHIEN unit where the polynomial is evaluated at all \(\alpha^x\). This is done by using finite-field multipliers (FFMs) to multiply the coefficients with \(\alpha^x\), after which the resulting values are XORed together to form the value of the polynomial. A value of zero for the polynomial represents an error at that position.

The CHIEN unit is designed to be fully parallel to achieve high throughput. Due to its parallel nature, \(n\) FFMs are used for every component decoder. To support all modes of operation, all \(n\) FFMs are available in the hardware making it necessary to utilize gating to prevent unnecessary computation and power dissipation. (While other less area-consuming schemes to identify roots of error-locator polynomials have
been proposed [9], [10], they result in long timing paths which need to be pipelined, degrading throughput and increasing latency.) At the shortened bit (s) positions starting from the LSB, for which computations are not required, the KES coefficients from KES unit are ANDed with enable signals, as shown in Fig. 4. The enable signals are set to 0 or 1 depending on the selected mode of operation. In this way, the inputs to the FFMs are set to 0 and any unnecessary computation is prevented. Finally, the resulting error signal is shifted back to the LSB using the set of multiplexers shown.

Fig. 4. Reconfigurable Chien search.

IV. 400-Gbps Decoder Modes

To fulfil the combined requirement of high coding gain and operation at 400 Gbps and above, a product code with BCH(255,231,3) component codes is selected as mother code. We use \( t = 3 \) as this has been shown to provide coding gain above 10 dB [7] at reasonable area and power costs. As coherent optical systems have evolved, the code overhead (OH) has gradually increased, from 7% in early systems, to 15-25% in 100-Gbps systems, and to even higher OHs in published variable-rate schemes [11]. However, considering the very high decoder throughput target and the energy waste of performing digital signal processing on parity information [12], we opt for a limited base OH of 21.9% \((n = 255, k = 231)\), 25% OH \((n = 227, k = 203)\), 33.1% OH \((n = 180, k = 156)\), and 40% OH \((n = 155, k = 131)\).

The number of decoder modes can be extended further by varying the number of iterations. The design tradeoff is such that the more iterations, the higher the coding gain and the lower the throughput. For example, more iterations can be combined with a lower-rate code to yield higher coding gain. However, since it has previously been reported that more than five iterations may yield diminishing coding gain returns [7] so we do not consider more iterations than five.

V. VLSI Evaluation Framework

In the context of an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), the decoder was implemented using VHDL and simulated for functional verification using Cadence Incisive. One VHDL testbench was used to generate uniformly-distributed data which were encoded using a product encoder. Here, two random number generators (RNGs) based on the uniform procedure in VHDL were used; one for generating uniformly-distributed data, and one to generate bit flips with a probability corresponding to the input SNR. The RNGs have a repetition period of approximately \(2.3 \times 10^{18}\) for each set of seed values. For BER analysis, we used a VHDL testbench that transmits the all-zero codeword and adds errors with a probability given by the input SNR. The data are then decoded and errors are detected. For each SNR, the testbench runs until 50 erroneous blocks have been found. A common target post-FEC BER is \(10^{-15}\) and, thus, we use this threshold to define the net coding gain (NCG). The error floor, the region of degrading performance where the BER plot does not follow the waterfall model, was estimated using the method proposed by Justesen [13].

The design was synthesized in cadence Genus to a low-leakage cell library of a 28-nm 0.9-V fully-depleted silicon-on-insulator process technology, assuming slow conditions. Based on an architectural analysis, the target clock rate was set to 610 MHz; stricter timing constraints increase area and power dissipation significantly. Higher clock rate can be easily achieved by switching to a high-performance cell library, however, at the cost of increasing leakage. Using the functional testbench in Cadence Incisive and the synthesized netlist, signal toggling activity information was generated and then back-annotated to the generated netlist in Cadence Genus for the power analysis, under typical conditions. In addition, clock-tree power was estimated using Cadence Genus. The power and energy metrics were evaluated at the same post-FEC BER used in the NCG analysis. Since low-leakage cells are used, leakage is negligible [5].

VI. RESULTS

Fig. 5 shows the output BER as a function of \(E_b/N_0\) for the variable-rate decoder modes that represent the NCG extremes, i.e., 21.9% and 40% OH. The estimated coding gain ranges are 0.31, 0.33, and 0.38 dB for three, four, and five iterations (#IT), respectively.
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40% OH cannot attain the targeted throughput of 400 Gbps; instead assuming the mode of four iteration with 40% OH, the coding range becomes 0.42 dB.

The coding gain range depends on the block length of the component codes. In our architecture, the minimum coding gain is limited by the overhead of the component code, i.e., BCH(255,231), which is 21.9%. Conversely, the upper limit of coding gain, i.e., the highest OH, is limited by the constraint of achieving throughputs in excess of 400 Gbps. The coding range could be extended further by utilizing a higher OH, but this has as consequence a reduced throughput. Another alternative to increasing the coding gain range is to utilize longer component codes, e.g., BCH(511,484), whose product code has a base OH of 11.5%. This, however, would lead to a more complex decoder with higher energy dissipation. Increasing the error-correction capability τ would increase the coding gains of individual modes with a skew in the range, at a significant area and power dissipation cost.

Table I presents our post-synthesis netlist results, with latencies below 53 ns and throughputs as high as 1.6 Tbps. Moreover, owing to the use of clock gating, the VLSI implementations are highly energy efficient with a maximum energy per information bit being as low as 1.29 pJ/bit. Variation in iteration count (#IT) provides a very resource-efficient alternative to regulating coding gains at fixed code rates, however, it cannot provide as large range in coding gain obtainable by varying code overhead. As shown, a combination of OH and iteration variation can provide a wider range of operation.

TABLE I
VLSI EVALUATION RESULTS OF VARIABLE-RATE DECODERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#IT</th>
<th>Overhead (OH)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell area (mm²)</td>
<td>8.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code rate, R</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput (Gbps)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block decoding latency (ns)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>42.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>52.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCG @ BER 10−15 (dB)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power @ BER 10−15 (mW)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy @ BER 10−15 (pJ/information bit)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extra logic circuits are required for a decoder unit to handle several different codes. The variable-rate decoder area is 31% larger than the baseline (fixed-rate) 21.9%-OH version [5], which occupies 6.69 mm². Comparing decoders for e.g. #IT=4, the variable-rate decoder is, however, found not to dissipate significantly more than baseline decoder’s 788 mW.

We also implemented reference decoders based on conventional iterative Berlekamp-Massey (BM) algorithms. The variable-rate decoder area is only 16% larger than a 21.9%-OH decoder based on the simplified inverse-free BM scheme [14]–[16], suggesting that the choice of decoder algorithm has a larger impact on the VLSI implementation than the decision to opt for fixed or variable-rate decoders.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have introduced a VLSI architecture for high-throughput variable-rate FEC decoders based on product codes. Using a 28-nm process technology, we presented a decoder implementation that achieves an estimated net coding gain range from 9.96 to 10.38 dB, with a minimum throughput of 400 Gbps and a maximum decoding latency of 53 ns, showing the viability of flexible, yet energy-efficient decoders for high-throughput systems. We found that the circuit overhead, in terms of area and power dissipation, required to handle different modes is limited; replicating several fixed-rate decoders would have a much more adverse effect on FEC circuits.
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